
Our commitment to you

When you call Premier you will receive friendly, well-informed advice,

whether it is before or after sales.

We will recommend the most suitable system to satisfy your pallet

handling requirements, not necessarily the most expensive.

We keep standard inverters in stock at all times to rent, try or buy.

If the standard models are not ideally suited to your load sizes we will

custom-build a cost effective solution.

We build rugged equipment to work in the toughest warehouse

environments, not designed so that you will continually come back to

us for replacement parts.

Our nationwide service back-up is always at your disposal, usually within

24 hours. If you do need to repair or replace your machine we will still

be here in 10, 15 or 20 years’ time.

Superbly engineered time-saving pallet transfer systems.

Perfect for a diverse range of storage and distribution needs.
World leaders in pallet transfer technology



Time saving systems to suit every need

Our range of transfer systems has increased steadily over the years and

we believe this has now become our greatest strength.

We don’t need to push you towards a machine which doesn’t really suit

your requirements. We offer you the ideal solution to your particular

problem and can even customize it to ensure it’s perfect for you.

Our Inverters enable you to simplify your control procedures, keep pallet

losses to a minimum and add flexibility to your system.

You can improve safety and cleanliness standards in the warehouse

by ensuring only top quality pallets are in use. You can avoid the

laborious process of shifting product by hand from one pallet to

another eliminating injury risks at the same time.

Your customers will benefit from better presentation of the goods you

ship and they will be on the type of pallet they call for.

Welcome to Premier Pallet Systems Ltd

Formed in 1993 but with a history of pallet inverter design and

construction dating back to 1976, Premier has a hard-earned reputation

as World leaders in pallet transfer technology.

Our range of machines is very much customer led. Many of the

innovations we have introduced to solve specific problems now form

part of our standard range. We have sold machines in 40 countries via

an extensive network of distributors and continue to receive enquiries

from an ever-expanding market.

We can confidently claim a wider product range, with more machines

sold, than any other supplier.

Our experience is your guarantee that the machine we build for you

will provide long, reliable service.

• Transfer raw materials
to hygienic pallets

• Transfer imported
goods to quality
in-house pallets

• Transfer finished
goods to rental,
shipping or
client pallets

• Recover broken
pallets and 
damaged goods

• Avoid manual
handling of
heavy loads

Designed, tested and built for quality

Premier Pallet Inverters have always been constructed on technically

sound, uncomplicated principles. With literally thousands of

machines under our belt now, we long ago learned about the

stresses that this type of equipment can come under and have

designed out the weaknesses.

All the major construction of the Inverters is carried out under our

own roof. We do not put our equipment together with a mixture

of parts, such as forklift truck attachments, in the way that many

of our competitors do. Our products are designed as pallet inverters

from day one. We even use a hard 2-pack epoxy-acrylic paint finish

as standard to ensure good long term appearance.

Maintenance on all the systems is minimal and clearly explained

in the machines’ handbook. For added safety every inverter comes

with full guarding, CE certification and meets all relevant EU Norms.

• 180 degree inverters

• Hands-free
pallet changers

• Palletless
loading systems

• Heavy / wide load 
inverters

• 90 degree 
up / downenders

• Automated /
integrated systems

• Cut costs on lost pallets

• Streamline
container stuffing

• Eliminate dangerous 
broken pallets

• Improve manual
handling practices

• Raise hygiene and 
cleanliness standards

• Increase flexibility
in distribution

• Optimize use of
pool pallets


